
Every mystery needs a detective, someone to put all the clues
together and crack the case. This worksheet will help you come
up with your very own super sleuth and start building the
perfect crime for them to solve.

Developing Your Detective

Step 1. Pick two strengths and one weakness

Remember, sometimes strengths can become weaknesses and
weaknesses can become strengths. It's always satisfying
when your detective learns how to use what they think is
a weakness to their advantage.

(If you don't see one you like add your own)

Step 2. Give your detective a Special Skill
What sets your detective apart? Are they a maths-whiz like Alice
Jones? Or maybe a photo fanatic who captures a crime on camera?
Or a super sniffer who can identify the criminal by their smell?
What skill will you give your detective? And what kind of clues
will their skill help them find?

Strengths Weaknesses
Brave
Smart

Well-prepared
Athletic
Honest
Crafty

Determined
Friendly

Compassionate

___________

Unconfident
Over-dramatic

Stubborn
Arrogant
Picky
Clumsy

Reckless
Scared
Vain

____________

My Detective's Special Skill:

Clues this skill will help them find:



Plan the Perfect Crime
Now that you know a bit more about your detective, and
what kind of clues they'll be sure to spot, you can plan
the perfect crime for them to solve.

1. What kind of crime is it? A robbery? A
kidnapping? A murder?

2. What happened? You're the author, so you
know who the baddie is and how they did
it. Make sure they drop some clues!

3. Where did it happen?It's important this is
somewhere your detective can go.

Now imagine the scene, plant your clues and put your detective in
the doorway. Imagine them looking around, and trying to figure out
what happened. What does your detective do?

he door creaked open andT

Like the start of your story? Keep going! Have your detective follow
the clues and see if they can solve the case. Happy sleuthing!


